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Parents Teacher Conference or PTC is often called for the time of meeting the parents or guardian of your pupils. This is the time where in report cards, activities, status of learner are discuss. It is also the right time to recognize the pupils who exerted their efforts.

During PTC it is important that parents or guardian should reserve their time to attend. Do not make any excuses because as a parent it is our obligation to check the status of your children inside the four walls of our classroom. Gone those times that PTC is meeting for collecting contributions. As a result, parents tend to refused to attend PTC. Said to say parents attendance during PTC is lessen among lower sections where impact children on these sections need must attention by their parents. Always remember teaching and learning process is not sole responsibility of teacher within the four corner of our classroom. What we need is hand-to-hand cooperation among parents. Follow up at home make a great impact on every pupils. Teaching them to read for instance should have continuous reading follow up when they got home from school. In this manner we tend to give our support to our children. Relevant issues re also tackled during PTC. That is why we always try our very best to attain 100% attendance specially those parents with other the concern of parents teacher conference. Usually one hour of PTC is enough. After the PTC, parents can personally address issues related to the performance of their child if there is any.
Let us all be one in helping your child in bring out the BEST in him. I know we can do it by just saying “present” during the Parents-Teacher Cooperative.
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